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Abstract 

The developing crypto sphere offers great investment opportunities to the average person. 

Unfortunately, investing in the crypto market is a challenge for experts and amateurs alike. Its 

inconvenient, time-consuming, with a steep learning curve, the purchasing process itself is an 

obstacle. Investing wisely and successfully is even more difficult and requires in depth 

understanding of the market, a significant amount of time, and a unique skill set. 

 

As a result, the crypto markets and services are primarily aimed at superusers today, and this 

small group of cryptocurrency investors represents a negligible percentage of the prospective 

investors. Most of the available capital hasn’t reached the markets yet, and the true potential of 

these untapped markets and innovative technologies has not yet been realized. 

 

The Asmbler platform is an intelligent one stop shop that addresses these issues, dramatically 

lowering the barriers to entry associated with the crypto market and facilitating a successful 

and safer investment environment. Asmbler introduces Community Driven Financial Services and 

an associated cryptocurrency, the ASM token, to provide three synergic and interconnected 

services that constitute a holistic approach. 

 

Optimized portfolio management – Asmbler provides traders with advanced analytical and 

decision support tools to support successful investments. At the same time, it enables 

non-professional users to easily invest in digital assets by following portfolios managed by 

talented traders or by using our machine learning (ML) based component, MLVisor. Thus, the 

platform enables users to benefit from many skilled traders and automated resources 

dynamically. In addition to analytical support, the platform’s portfolio managers can also earn 

commissions based on the volume of their followers’ transactions over time. The combination of 

those benefits, enables Asmbler to open the cryptocurrency market to the masses – no 

background knowledge or time investment are required. 

 

The Asmbler platform incorporates the MLVisor component to take portfolio management 

optimization to the next level. MLVisor automatically identifies leading portfolio managers 

through its innovative assessment measure, which includes a trader-specific simulation 

algorithm (see here), and optimizes the distribution of funds among the leading managers. 

 

Asmbler separates the direct relationship between portfolio managers and investors. By doing 

so, it provides multiple benefits, minimizing the portfolio’s value volatility, improving portfolio 

management over time, and creates a stress-free environment for portfolio managers. 
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Decentralized mutual insurance – Asmbler has a two-tiered insurance system: (1) Ethereum’s 

smart contracts based on ASM tokens; and (2) diversified secondary insurance backup reserves. 

This double layer of insurance protects funds when they are conducting business outside the 

Asmbler platform, such as exchanges and conversion services. 

 

Community driven liquidation pool – reduces the costs of fiat-to-crypto and crypto-to-fiat 

conversions by using the community’s own resources. Furthermore, management of the 

liquidation pool using sophisticated algorithms provides investors and portfolio managers with 

an additional profit channel. 

 

Our unique services and capabilities are focused on eliminating the obstacles that currently 

prevent a large group of potential cryptocurrency investors – non-technical investors – from 

getting involved in the virtual currency market, and providing effective tools, useful insight, 

commission opportunities and services to professional traders. We intend our platform to open 

the cryptocurrency market to the masses, while providing incentives to professionals in the 

business, thereby enlarging the size of the market, by at least one order of magnitude. 

Main objectives and advantages 

 

1. A single, simple interface: Platform members interact with a single, simple interface, 

which provides access to multiple exchanges via our advanced technology. 

2. Control over funds which largely stay in the investor’s wallet: Platform members have 

control over funds; investors can manage their own portfolios or have their portfolios 

automatically managed, while keeping their funds in their own wallet. The funds only 

migrate from the wallet for short time periods during asset conversions. 

3. Insured portfolio migrations: Decentralized mutual insurance and a two-tiered insurance 

system providing more coverage and safer investing during portfolio conversions. 

4. Community driven liquidation pool: That provides an over-the-counter solution for 

entering and exiting the crypto market and creates an additional investment channel that 

is agnostic to market volatility. 

5. Valuable insights: Asmbler provides traders with up-to-date insights regarding various 

aspects of a given portfolio with ML-based processing of expert opinions. 

6. Reduced crypto-to-crypto conversion time: An exchange buffer service reduces 

conversion time for all platform members.  

7. Lower crypto-to-crypto fees: The interface to multiple exchanges and exchange buffer 

service reduce fees for all platform members. 
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8. Automated decision-making: Asmbler eases the investment process of non-professional 

investors, with the MLVisor component which automatically detects leading traders and 

optimizes the distribution of funds among them. 

 

In this document we present the Asmbler platform in detail and describe the innovation and 

benefits that our solution offers investors, traders, and the cryptocurrency community as a 

whole. 
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Introduction 

The developing crypto sphere offers great investment opportunities to all. Unfortunately, 

investing in the crypto market is a challenge for experts and amateurs alike. Its inconvenient, 

time-consuming, with a steep learning curve, the purchasing process itself is an obstacle. 

Investing wisely and successfully is even more difficult and requires in depth understanding of 

the market, a significant amount of time, and a unique skill set. 

 

Barriers to entry and hurdles 

Trading without the proper knowledge, know-how, and tools is effectively gambling in disguise. 

Intelligent investing demands market study, chart analysis, new project discovery, ongoing 

research and due diligence, which are time-consuming and virtually endless and require 

specialized training and experience. 

 

Safe storage and management of digital assets during the trading process is another key 

concern shared by both veterans and newcomers to the market. The idea of keeping funds 

permanently at exchanges is off-putting to investors who are also deterred from entering the 

market, because no one guarantees the funds’ safety. The current state of crypto trading 

dictates that investors either neglect the most obvious safety measures or have to manually 

transfer funds over multiple exchanges.  

 

Last, but not least, is the problem of actually getting in and out of the cryptocurrency market. 

Investing in crypto is a very technically demanding task, and the entire experience, including the 

acts of entering and exiting, is aimed at superusers. There is a serious lack of support, guidance, 

and information available to the novice in this setting, and the reality is that there are multiple 

possible points of failure. In order to dramatically increase the crypto market and mass 

participation, getting in and out of the market has to become simplified and automated. 

 

Because of these barriers, the true potential of crypto markets has not yet been realized and 

only a small portion of the world’s capital is invested in blockchain technologies. 
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Our Mission 

Our mission is to enable the general public to access the market, while providing incentives to 

talented and professional traders to leverage their skills by (1) successfully managing portfolios, 

and (2) using advanced machine learning-based tools to support better decision-making and 

investments. The Asmbler platform aims to become an entry point for the vast majority of the 

population that doesn't currently invest in cryptocurrencies. Thus, our main priority is to create 

a reliable, automated, and user-friendly portal and service for amateur investors and a profit 

enabling tool for professionals. 

 

Core goals 

● Dramatically lower the barriers to entry for the masses 

We believe that market maturity is what makes the difference between a couple of 

billion-dollar market and a trillion-dollar market. Market maturity will be reached only by 

mass adoption. Therefore, bringing the masses into the crypto-sphere is our first and 

foremost goal. We are automating the various processes of investment and optimized 

investment management, so newcomers could easily enter and invest in the 

cryptocurrency market. 

● Become the standard for successful and smarter investment 

The Asmbler platform provides an array of services dedicated to the goal of creating a 

hub of crowd-sourced knowledge, market expertise, and collaboration. The platform’s 

offers a specialized toolset and advanced AI algorithms for traders and portfolio 

managers. 

● Provide a safer and faster investment method 

Currently there are two ways to manage a cryptocurrency investment portfolio: (1) by 

keeping the funds at an exchange at all times, and (2) by maintaining several wallets and 

moving the funds between the wallets and the exchanges. Asmbler provides safer 

solutions for members, including the option to keep funds in the member’s wallet, while 

automating portfolio management as if the funds were at multiple exchanges 

simultaneously. In addition, Asmbler provides decentralized insurance for member funds 

when the funds are being converted using a third party service (e.g., an exchange), 

typically a particularly vulnerable time, coverage-wise 
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The Asmbler Platform 

The Asmbler platform is an intelligent one stop shop for Community Driven Financial Services. 

Community Driven Financial Services dramatically lower the barriers to entry associated with the 

crypto markets and facilitates successful and safer investment in this market. 

 

Asmbler is built on three synergic and interconnected components to provide a holistic solution: 

optimized portfolio management, decentralized mutual insurance, and a liquidation pool. We 

believe that for the majority of the population the Asmbler solution will be the only feasible way 

of investing in the crypto markets. 

 

The following sections describe the key services and features enabled by the Asmbler platform. 

Optimized portfolio management 

Optimized portfolio management provides traders with advanced analytical tools to support 

successful investment. At the same time, it enables non-professional users to invest in digital 

assets with ease, by following portfolios managed by talented traders or by using our machine 

learning-based service, MLVisor. Thus, the platform enables users to benefit from many skilled 

traders at once. In addition to the analytical support provided, portfolio managers can also earn 

commissions based on their followers’ transaction volume over time. This benefit combination 

enables Asmbler to open the cryptocurrency market to the masses – no background knowledge 

or time investment are required. 

 

Furthermore, the Asmbler platform’s MLVisor component takes portfolio management to the 

next level. MLVisor automatically detects leading traders through an innovative assessment 

measure, which incorporates a trader-specific simulation algorithm (see here) and optimizes the 

distribution of funds among the leading traders. 

 

Separating the direct relationship between traders and investors can be beneficial, minimizing 

the volatility of a portfolio’s value, improving investors’ portfolio management over time, and 

creating a stress-free environment for traders. 

Decentralized mutual insurance 

Asmbler’s decentralized mutual insurance is built using a two-tiered system: (1) Ethereum’s 

smart contracts based on ASM tokens, and (2) diversified secondary insurance backup reserves. 

The double layered insurance protects traders and investors when they are conducting business 

outside of the safe Asmbler platform. 
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Community driven liquidation pool 

The community driven liquidation pool reduces the costs of fiat-to-crypto and crypto-to-fiat 

conversions through the use of the community’s own resources. Furthermore, managing the 

liquidation pool using sophisticated algorithms will provide investors and traders with an 

additional profit channel. 

 

In addition, the Asmbler platform supports the following features: 

Investor key security 

Having full control over one’s assets is a must for many. Without this option, many potential 

investors simply won't use a service. For that reason we created a unique mechanism that 

allows trading and investment while keeping the keys in the owner's possession. 

Private trading strategies 

There are gifted professionals dedicated to learning and reading the market; some portfolio 

managers might insist on keeping their trading strategies a secret, Asmbler provides such option 

at its core. Portfolio managers could decide when and if to keep their strategies to themselves 

while still seamlessly providing their services. 

 

Our unique services and capabilities are focused on eliminating the obstacles that currently 

prevent an enormous group of potential cryptocurrency investors – amateur investors – from 

taking a part in the virtual economy. Additionally, providing effective tools, useful insight, and 

services to professional traders and portfolio managers. Asmbler aims to open the crypto market 

to the general public, while benefiting professionals in the business, thereby enlarging the size 

of the market. 

 

To summarize, for successful platform adoption, we believe that addressing all the following key 

objectives and features is imperative and we have incorporated these in the Asmbler platform: 

 

1. A single, simple interface: Platform members interact with a single, simple interface, 

which provides access to multiple exchanges via our advanced technology. 

2. Control over funds which largely stay in the investor’s wallet: Platform members have 

control over funds; investors can manage their own portfolios or have their portfolios 

automatically managed, while keeping their funds in their own wallet. The funds only 

migrate from the wallet for short time periods during asset conversions. 
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3. Insured portfolio migrations: Decentralized mutual insurance and a two-tiered insurance 

system providing more coverage and safer investing. 

4. Community driven liquidation pool: This provides an over-the-counter solution for 

entering and exiting the crypto market and creates an additional investment channel that 

is agnostic to market volatility. 

5. Valuable insights: Asmbler provides traders with up-to-date insights regarding various 

aspects of a given portfolio with ML-based processing of expert opinions. 

6. Reduced crypto-to-crypto conversion time: An exchange buffer service reduces 

conversion time for all platform members.  

7. Lower crypto-to-crypto fees: The interface to multiple exchanges and exchange buffer 

service reduce fees for all platform members. 

8. Automated decision-making: Asmbler eases the investment process of non-professional 

investors, with the MLVisor component which automatically detects leading traders and 

optimizes the distribution of funds among them. 

  

The next section provides a detailed description of the solutions, including more information 

regarding Asmbler’s three synergic and interconnected services, and its features and use of 

dedicated machine learning algorithms (aka artificial intelligence). 
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Optimized portfolio management 

Asmbler’s optimized portfolio management addresses the needs of all kinds of investors and 

traders. The platform’s tools and infrastructure offers many benefits to amateur and 

sophisticated traders alike, including: reduced transaction fees, unified control over various 

types of assets (transactions are automatically carried out on multiple exchanges as needed), 

insurance coverage while funds are out of the wallet, improved risk management and risk 

mitigation, and much more. 

 

We provide several use cases that demonstrate how the optimized portfolio management 

service can be used by platform members. 

 

Portfolio managers can use the service to: 

● Privately manage his/her own portfolio 

● Backtest trading strategies 

● Allow others to follow his/her portfolio, thereby earning commission while keeping in 

contact with clients 

● Become part of MLVisor (see The MLVisor component), anonymously sharing his/her 

expertise, thereby allowing others to benefit from his/her skills while earning commission  

● Benefit from the expertise of other professionals, e.g., a low risk portfolio manager may 

allow a high risk portfolio manager to manage a small percent of his/her portfolio. 

Investors can use the service to: 

● Self-manage a specific portion of his/her funds, 

● Utilize the MLVisor component to automatically manage all of his/her funds, or 

● Manually select managers to follow based on the traders’ past performance. 

General description of the user interface 

Once a member logs into the platform, various statistics are displayed, presenting information 

such as the current state of the crypto market, a ranking of top traders, commission statistics, 

profit margins, and other useful data. At this time, the member has option to enter the platform 

as an investor (amateur/non-professional) or a trader (portfolio manager). 

Investor options 

Investments can be made by selecting one of the following modes: 

● Guided mode, aimed at non-technical or amateur investors – first, investors are asked to 

provide a minimal amount of required information, such as investment period and risk 

level. Then, the platform suggests an investment channel and guides the investor through 
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the remainder of the investment process. That's it. The goal is to complete this process 

with a minimum number of clicks. This type of account will be automatically managed 

over time using MLVisor  

● Advanced mode, suitable for more informed investors and traders – these investors may 

choose to create one or more portfolios; for each portfolio an investor can choose a 

specific trader (e.g., a talented friend or reputable trader) they wish to follow or search 

for top traders using various criteria. Additional configuration options will be available in 

this mode. 

 

In addition, the Asmbler platform provides two fund possession modes: 

● Full control mode, in which investors keep their funds in the wallet provided by Asmbler. 

Each time a change in a managed portfolio occurs, the investor will be asked to confirm 

the transactions needed to perform that change. Once confirmed, the funds will 

automatically be transferred to the platform to complete the necessary conversions. 

● Full managed mode, in which investor funds are held by Asmbler and are protected by 

multiple layers of security and insurance. Portfolio changes will be automated and 

notifications will be sent to the investor, but no external investor interaction will be 

necessary at any point. Investors can switch between full managed mode and full control 

mode at any time. 

Trader options 

Traders are provided with a specialized subsystem for portfolio management, which will enable 

easy creation and comfortable management of various types of investment portfolios such as: 

● Single month investments 

● Recurring Investments 

● Locked funds 

● Unlocked funds 

For each portfolio created, the trader may select the crypto assets, tokens, and currencies, and 

the ratios between them manually or simply by providing their wallet(s) to the system to track 

and mimic. 

Fee models 

Administrative commission may vary from trader to trader. We leave these decisions to 

individual traders and the free market. A trader could decide between a fixed price, a percentage 

of an investor’s profits, or some combination of both, weekly, monthly, or annually. Asmbler 

supports a predefined set of fee models from which a trader can select any combination. The 

fees earned by traders will be paid in the same tokens as the fund they manage. 
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Fund of funds  1

The crypto market is currently divided into a finite set of domains – currencies, cloud 

technologies, banking systems, investments, markets, IOT, social platforms, gambling, games, 

etc. 

We believe that this is only the tip of the iceberg. Once the market reaches a certain level of 

maturity, blockchain technology will comprise a much larger portion of the global economy. As 

the market becomes more complex, domain-specific expertise will become a necessity. In 

addition, different investment types will require different knowledge. 

 

Expert traders in different fields could benefit greatly from partnering with each other, therefore 

collaboration is a core feature of the Asmbler platform. A composite portfolio will allow a trader 

to allocate a certain percentage of a portfolio to be managed by another portfolio manager or 

managers. Thus, in cases in which a specific field of expertise is required, traders might choose 

to collaborate with each other to create a fund of funds. This concept will allow field-specific 

traders to focus on their expertise and will also create an additional source of profit for them. 

This feature will enable a network of knowledge and collaboration that is currently unavailable 

in any other medium. 

Transparency preferences 

Some traders might prefer that their strategies be kept private; therefore, Asmbler will provide 

five levels of strategy transparency: 

 

1) Level 1 – A detailed public portfolio where members can easily see all portfolio changes. 

2) Level 2 – A portfolio which will only be available to the MLVisor component. In this case, 

investors and other traders cannot access a specific portfolio. This level is more private 

than level 2 but less private than level 4. 

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fund_of_funds 
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3) Level 3 – A partially public portfolio in which only the portfolio’s value, profits, and 

statistics are shown. The portfolio’s composition and investment strategy is kept hidden. 

4) Level 4 – A completely private portfolio that no one can see or use except the owner. 

This level will serve traders that simply want to enjoy the many benefits of the platform 

without making their knowledge and expertise available to other platform members. 

 

All preferences will be taken into consideration when matching traders and investors.   
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The MLVisor component 

The Machine Learning Supervisor (MLVisor) is at the heart of the Optimized portfolio 

management service. A skilled traders might be pleased to manage portfolios and earn 

commissions, while at the same time be reluctant to forgo his/her privacy or uninterested in the 

added pressure caused by directly managing other investors’ assets. Furthermore, it is 

impossible for an individual to  make perfect decisions all the time. Investors obviously would 

like having more stable investments that are optimized overtime with fewer nerve-racking 

fluctuations. 

 

MLVisor addresses the issues described above and separates a portfolio manager’s direct 

decisions actual trading. therefore, it decouples the link between traders and their clients. The 

trader will continue to earn fees as usual; however the trader’s peace of mind is kept intact. At 

the same time MLVisor temporarily optimizes the ensemble of selected portfolio managers and 

fund distribution. 

 

As stated earlier, traders may choose their portfolio transparency level and control whether or 

not MLVisor can use their data. The MLVisor component can choose whether or not to use a 

given managed portfolio based on its past performance. Measuring traders’ portfolio 

performance is an important task and one of the algorithms we have developed (but not 

necessarily the one we will ultimately use) is presented next. 

 

The MLVisor component assembles its successful traders’ portfolios, creates various portfolio 

groups, and distributes the investors’ funds over the portfolio groups. This entire process is 

temporarily optimized as MLVisor continuously and dynamically monitors its investors’ portfolio 

performance, detects the skilled portfolio managers that fit the invested context and time 

period, and redistributes the funds according to the portfolios’ computed performance and the 

optimization strategy. 

 

This process compensates for traders who may occasionally make mistakes, temporarily lose 

focus, or are simply are not on their game for some reason. In this way, investors will not 

necessarily lose funds because of a single trader’s mistakes. 

Measuring traders’ portfolio performance using temporal reasoning  2

Asmbler will use both innovative and well-established techniques to optimize investments over 

time for users who choose the guided mode option of investing. The temporal reasoning 

algorithm evaluates the evidence (i.e., the buy and sell transactions) to determine whether a 

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spatial-temporal_reasoning 
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trader is just lucky or truly talented. In addition, the algorithm is used to continually compute 

the managed portfolio’s performance, and the results are used to automatically select the best 

managed portfolios.   
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Temporal reasoning algorithm 

algorithm temporal-reasoning: 
  Given trader buy/sell history T 
  Each element in T contains: 
  Timestamp:        Time of transactions 
  SourceCoin:        The coin we want to convert from 
  TargetCoin:        The coin we want to convert to 
  PercentToConvert:   Percent of SourceCoin we want to convert 
 
  function SingleSimulation 
  Input:   
                            Trader buy/sell history  -> T 
  Output:  
                            Simulated trading          -> SimulatedTransactions 
 
  n = Size of T 
  SimulatedTransactions = Empty List 
  SimulatedTransactions.append(T[0]) 
 
  for each i in [1,n] 
      singleDate = random datetime between [T[i-1].time, (T[i+2].time-T[i+1].time) / 2] 
      newTransaction = T[i] 
      newTransaction.Timestamp = singleDate 
      SimulatedTransactions.append(newTransaction) 
 
  return SimulatedTransactions 
 
  function EvaluatePortfolio 
  Input:  
                            Buy/Sell transaction list  -> TransactionList 
    Coins historic data  -> History 
  Output:   
                             Portfolio Value  -> Value 
   

*Implementation in temporal_reasoning.py 
 
  function Simulation 
  Input:  
                            Buy/Sell transaction list              -> TransactionList 
  Coins historic data                      -> History 

  Simulation iterations              -> N 
  Output:  
                            Value hit distribution histogram -> HitDistribution 
 
  HitDistribution = Empty List 
 
  Repeat N times 
      SimulatedTransactions = SingleSimulation(TransactionList) 
      PortfolioValue = EvaluatePortfolio(SimulatedTransactions, History) 
      HitDistribution.append(PortfolioValue) 
 
  return HitDistribution 
end 
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The figures below represent performance simulations of 3 three managed portfolios. In each 

case, we considered a trader managing a portfolio with an initial portfolio value of $1000. In each 

figure the upper graph shows the trader’s buy/sell orders; under the price graph we present the 

hit distribution histogram of the simulated trading where the y-axis represents the number of 

simulated hits, and the x-axis represents for value of the portfolio. We use the hit distribution to 

compare the average simulated portfolio value to the given managed portfolio. 

The temporal reasoning algorithm continuously calculates a performance graph over time for 

each managed portfolio. In a real world situation, this process would be broken down into 

smaller intervals and calculated as time passes. For each managed portfolio we simulate 

thousands of semi-randomized buy and sell orders, and eventually we evaluate the results of 

the simulation against the real world performance of the managed portfolio. Using this method 

we can create a market agnostic heuristic to evaluate managed portfolio performance. 

 

Figure 1 shows the performance indicators of a badly managed portfolio. We can see that the 

trader that managed the portfolio performed poorly, since he/she is ranked far below the 

average simulated portfolio value. 
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Figure 2 shows the performance indicators of an average trader (i.e., average performance). In 

this case, we can see that the managed portfolio did just slightly better than the average 

simulated portfolio. 
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Figure 3 shows the performance indicators of a remarkably well-managed portfolio. In this case, 

we can clearly see that this trader knows how to time the market, and he/she is obviously 

trading better than the simulation. 
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The Asmbler wallet – enables an investor to own their fund while investing 

Every crypto investor has a decision to make – to keep their funds in one or more exchanges, 

thus having the ability to trade instantly or to keep the funds in their own wallets. Of course, the 

best practice in terms of security is to keep the funds in one's well-protected wallet. 

 

Our solution aims to provide the best of both worlds. Our investors can manage their portfolios 

or have their portfolios automatically managed while keeping their funds in their own wallet. The 

funds only migrate from the wallet for short time periods during asset conversion. Of course, 

only some of the funds (those that need to be converted) are transferred from the wallet. During 

fund migration Asmbler offers insurance for the transferred funds. To support this function, the 

Asmbler mobile application also functions as a multisignature wallet; each currency that is 

supported by Asmbler for trading will be supported by the ASM wallet. 

 

In addition, the Asmbler wallet enables investors the option to select the “Controlled Portfolio 

Migrations” mode. When this mode is selected, the investor must manually confirm the 

conversions needed each time a rebalance is In order. When the investor confirms a conversion, 

the wallet sends all of the required portfolio deltas to be converted. 

Collaborative filtering  3

By definition, collaborative filtering is a method of making automatic predictions (filtering) about 

the interests of a user by collecting preferences from many users (collaborating). 

To assist traders in discovering new lucrative investments and identifying specific investments 

to better optimize a portfolio, Asmbler uses a collaborative filtering algorithm. On the one hand, 

we have many trader-portfolio pairs, and on the other hand, we have multiple investment 

options (since a portfolio may contain multiple assets). By using collaborative filtering, Asmbler 

can suggest additional investment options that other traders found suitable for a similar 

portfolio composition. In this manner, a trader can consider and evaluate interesting options that 

otherwise might have been overlooked. 

Risk analysis 

One of our main objectives is to provide a solution that enables safer and smarter investments. 

Enabling collaboration with skilled traders by using the fund of funds portfolio composition 

option is an excellent start. However, we believe that it is possible to incorporate additional risk 

analysis tools in order to improve the investment decision-making process. Our platform enables 

portfolio managers  to submit structured and unstructured information and assessments 

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collaborative_filtering 
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regarding crypto asset risk factors and value trends. The aggregations of the various 

“submissions” will be made available for the benefit of all of the traders. In addition, the various 

assessments will be evaluated over time to pinpoint the portfolio managers that provide the 

best assessment and accurate predictions. Besides providing a collaborative human-based risk 

analysis tool, our platform uses statistical and machine learning-based models to estimate 

multiple risk measuring indices. Assessments and additional processed information will be made 

available to all members of the platform. Thus, the investment decision process will benefit 

from an ongoing free flow of high quality information. 

 

Exchange buffer service 

This component allows Asmbler to provide an asset conversion service that is as fast and 

affordable as possible. Additionally, the exchange buffer enables portfolio migrations to take 

place safely and inexpensively. At appropriate times, portfolio migrations will be routed through 

the exchange buffer service, in an attempt to automatically fulfill them. The strength of this 

component will increase as the amount of the platform’s traffic increases; this means faster 

portfolio migrations and higher asset liquidity. 

 

The exchange buffer service will provide an externally accessible API for other service providers 

to integrate with. We will constantly look for opportunities to collaborate with new partners and 

community projects in order to enhance Asmbler. 
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Community driven liquidation pool 

Asmbler introduces a special concept – a community driven liquidation pool, one of the three 

pillars of the Asmbler platform. Platform members will be able to invest in the liquidation pool 

by transferring fiat currencies and ASM tokens to the service.  

 

The liquidation process is an automated exchange mechanism that drives the conversion of 

crypto to fiat and vice versa, creating an economy that Asmbler’s user base and the entire 

crypto currency market community can benefit from. Asmbler incorporates an algorithm that 

evaluates the risk of purchasing a given portfolio to determine the portfolio liquidation value and 

profit margin; the profits will be periodically divided among the pool of investors. 

 

All of Asmbler’s members are able to utilize the liquidation pool, both to invest in the pool itself 

and to buy available assets, currencies, and tokens. In addition, members are able to liquidate 

their portfolios or parts of it into fiat. 

 

The following sections will discuss the motivation, goals, and mechanics of the liquidation pool. 

Motivation 

There are several important issues that are troubling to investors and traders operating in the 

cryptocurrency market. This section provides background and details regarding two of the major 

problems: 

1) Currently, market entry is simply too challenging for non-technical investors. The 

liquidation pool provides a very simple OTC (over-the-counter) crypto purchasing 

interface. Asmbler’s interface allows members to directly purchase any altcoin without 

first using common conversion pairings (e.g., Bitcoin, Ethereum, or USDT). Additionally, 

platform members are able to directly purchase any digital asset that was purchased by 

the liquidation pool. 

2) One commonly discussed issue is the problem of high altcoin to Bitcoin coupling. Bitcoin 

is very volatile, and all altcoins are coupled with Bitcoin; as a result, Bitcoin’s volatility 

currently undesirably translates to the volatility of the entire market. Many believe that 

the creation of multiple paths for coin conversion will form a big part of the solution to 

this problem. Asmbler promotes the decoupling of Bitcoin from the rest of the market 

(i.e., improving market maturity) by allowing the direct purchase of altcoins, eliminating a 

needless conversion fee in the process. 
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Goals 

To address the problems described above, we established the following goals when designing 

Asmbler: 

1) Provide an OTC solution for entering and exiting the market 

2) Create an additional investment channel that is much less sensitive to market volatility 

Pool participants 

The pool participants are divided into two 

groups: 

1) Liquidity providers - anyone who wishes 

to invest through the liquidation 

mechanism described above.  

2) Pool users - anyone who wishes to use 

the liquidation pool to enter or exit the 

cryptocurrency market. 

How the liquidation pool works 

Basic Concepts 

● Asmbler limits number of liquidity 

provider slots 

● Occupied slots will be freed after 1 month 

● Once a slot is freed, the locked ASM is 

returned to its owner 

 

Pool setup 

The pool’s investors deposit an equal amount of 

fiat and ASM tokens. The ASM tokens are locked 

in a smart contract for the duration of the 

investor’s participation in the pool. The fiat is 

then split into two equal parts, the first part is 

kept in fiat, and for the second part Asmbler 

uses the exchange buffer service to maintain a 

diversified crypto pool based on trading volume 
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of common currencies. Now we have two pools of equal value – a fiat pool and a second crypto 

pool. 

 

Market making 

For investors who want to buy crypto using fiat, Asmbler will provide a simple interface that 

allows a retail style purchase of any available asset (that is currently present in the crypto pool).  

 

For investors who want to liquidate a crypto portfolio for fiat, Asmbler will use its’ risk analysis 

algorithm to estimate the selling price of a given portfolio; if the price is accepted by the seller, 

Asmbler will transfer payment and place the portfolio for sale in the liquidation pool.  

The price offered will include profit margin.  

Benefits 

1) For liquidity providers, the profit is independent of the success (or the marketing team) 

of a digital asset. As long as there is volume from both ends (i.e., there are new investors 

joining the market and other investors that are liquidating portfolios), pool investors 

could potentially have a steady stream of profit. 

2) For pool users, a quick and easy over-the-counter crypto purchasing and portfolio 

liquidation solution is provided. 
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Decentralized mutual insurance & secondary insurance backup 

Motivation 

Trading, and even just simple investing, in the cryptocurrency market requires transferring funds 

to  

third party entities such as exchanges and coin conversion services. Two of the most common 

methods of storing cryptocurrencies are holding the funds permanently at exchanges or holding 

the funds in a designated wallet. No matter the method of storage, at times the funds reside at 

external services for conversion and trading purposes. During that time anything may happen – 

an exchange may be hacked, as happens from time to time (e.g., Mt. Gox, Coincheck, BitGrail), 

the exchange account and/or wallet could be frozen, or an honest human error could occur, 

resulting in long delays. Leaving such problems unresolved puts the entire cryptocurrency 

community at risk. As might be expected, such an uncertain state may discourage the masses 

from entering the crypto market. 

Goals 

As stated in the beginning of the whitepaper, Asmbler aims to contribute to crypto market 

maturity by providing community driven financial services. We believe that one of the most 

important services that is lacking today is insurance for investor funds at all stages of the 

investment process. The non-professional general public that are currently not a part of the 

crypto market will need to know that their funds are safe at all times before they are willing to 

participate. In fact, the entire market could develop with more stability, knowing that funds are 

insured at all points in the investment process. Therefore, we established the following goals 

when designing Asmbler:: 

 

● Provide insurance services to cover several insurance events 

● Utilize blockchain technology to create a service that is fair to all participants 

● Make this service affordable so it becomes a standard choice for all investors 

● Provide multi-level insurance to increase coverage and support larger insurance events 

● Provide a useful tool for other service providers. 

Methods 

The Asmbler platform introduces a unique concept and service (b2c), which will be made 

available to other service-providers later (b2b). Asmbler’s decentralized mutual insurance with a 

secondary insurance backup (DMI for short) uses a special mechanism in order to provide 

coverage of funds to Asmbler platform members. In the case of an insurance event, all insured 
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users will mutually cover the loss up to the pool’s total amount. DMI is built upon an Ethereum 

smart contract and uses ASM tokens and a ticket-based system to create an insurance pool 

with an automated claim process. 

 

DMI consists of two insurance layers. The first is a decentralized layer that groups transactions 

(by similar order of magnitude, time, risk factor, or some other variable) and creates mutual 

coverage between participants of the same group. A fee is obtained from each DMI participant 

and used to create an insurance pool during the lifespan of each group. The second insurance 

layer (SIL) is a global safety net that potentially has a much larger pool size than the first layer. 

SIL is used in cases in which there is insufficient coverage provided by the first layer. A fee is 

obtained from each DMI participant and used to create a global insurance pool. Asmbler deducts 

its service fees from the SIL fee. 

Implementation details 

The following example of DMI implementation below demonstrates DMI’s internal mechanics. 

 

Basic concepts 

DMI – Decentralized insurance layer 

SIL – Secondary backup layer 

DmiFee – The fee charged for the first layer of the insurance coverage 

SilFee – The charged for the second layer of the insurance coverage 

Insurance Ticket – An entity that represents the status of an insured event 

Open Ticket – A possible status of a ticket that represents a transaction that has not been 

completed 

Closed Ticket – A possible status of a ticket that represents a transaction that has been 

completed 

Claimable Ticket – An open ticket that entitles the user to an insurance claim 

MaxTime – The maximum time a ticket can stay open before it is deemed an unclaimable ticket 

 

Insurance process 

1) Funds are sent to Asmbler for investing or rebalancing purposes 

2) DMI participants deposit the fees (ASM tokens) into the insurance contract 

3) For each participant, Asmbler issues an insurance ticket on the Ethereum blockchain 

4) Insurance case processing 

If it has been determined that no insurance event occurred: 
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● Asmbler is done with asset conversion 

● Fees for both the first and the second layers are calculated 

● Funds (minus fees) are returned to owners 

● Insurance policy terminates (the ticket is closed) 

Or: 

 

● The insured funds are return to the DMI participant under the insurance 

policy 

● Insurance policy terminates (the ticket is closed) 
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Ticket mechanism 

With DMI, each ticket represents a “contract” between the service provider and the service user, 

which describes the terms under which the service user would be entitled to an insurance claim 

from the insurance pool. Other than that, each ticket holds its current state (open or closed). 

 

Asmbler issues a ticket for each portfolio migration, which can be approximately described as 

follows: 

 

where: 

 ≥1; The id of  the ticketN   

≥1; The value of  the conversion transactionV   

 ≥current block time; The block time at which the transaction beganT   

; The maximal block time af ter which the ticket is considered claimableM > T   

 ∈(Open, Close); The status of  the conversion transactionS    

 

Once a ticket is issued to the Ethereum blockchain, it enters a queue in which it waits to be 

closed by the insurance provider or claimed by the user. A ticket is considered claimable once 

. If a ticket is claimable, a DMI participant will be able to claimurrent blocktime M  and S penc >  = O  

their insurance funds. 

Fee model 

The DMI fee system is similar to the Gas system that Ethereum employs in the sense that the 

fee that each participant pays is calculated according to actual insured duration. The fee is 

calculated in the following way: 

 

imeElapsed ∈ 0≤n≤MaxT ime; T ime that passed between StartT ime of  ticket and CloseT ime of  ticketT   

ilF ee ransationV alue Min(SilP ercentFee , MinimalParticipationFee)S = T *  * MaxT ime
T imeElapsed   

miFee ransactionV alue DmiPercentFeeD = T *  * MaxT ime
T imeElapsed  

axParticipationFee SilF ee miFeeM =  + D  

articipationFee ilF ee DmiFee ×P = S +  MaxT ime
T imeElapsed  
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If it has been determined that no insurance event occurred, Asmbler will return: 

= eturnRemainderV alueR axParticipationFee ParticipationFeeM −   

Additional features 

As stated, we believe that a holistic solution is crucial for the successful adoption of our 

concept. In order to accomplish this we are planning to introduce several innovative tools and 

services into the platform, for the benefit of both traders and investors. 

 

Other components of the Asmbler platform which are needed to support the various services 

and tools are discussed below.  

Monitoring 

An extensible monitoring component will be responsible for two tasks. The first task is to 

monitor each service Asmbler is integrated with, keeping track of cryptocurrencies prices, 

withdrawal fees, transaction fees, conversion rates, trading volume, and any other cost-altering 

variable that might affect the decision-making process regarding trading strategies. The 

collected data will be stored in a database and continuously used to calculate the various 

matrices. The second task of this component is to publicly dispatch real-time market data and 

analytics based on the stored data and a set of predefined rules. Currently, we envision two 

main consumers of the emitted data and analysis. The first consumer is the community itself, 

i.e., the traders; using our platform traders will be able to define what events they are interested 

in, and they will be notified once the specified conditions are met. The other event consumers 

are our own decision-making algorithms and machine-learning-based services. 

Real-time market analytics and events 

The Asmbler platform will come with several kinds of event models to which member could 

subscribe, such as trading indicators and signals, price correlation between multiple assets, 

trading volume, and chart patterns  matching for easier and more automated technical analysis. 4

Many more metrics will be added in the future. Other than simply serving as a unique and 

automated tool for traders, various Asmbler components use this data to better understand the 

market over time. 

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chart_pattern 
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Third party service connection bridge 

A bridging layer will be used to patch the missing link between the different third party services 

that Asmbler integrates with. Actions such as trading on several exchanges at the same time, 

moving funds from one exchange to another, searching for the optimal route of a trading 

strategy, locating arbitrage opportunities, portfolio analytics, and seamlessly diversifying a 

portfolio, all require a unified API that connects between an array of other APIs. Asmbler creates 

such an interface and provides this much needed service to its members. 
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Roadmap 

Our roadmap can be found at https://asmbler.com/#roadmap. 
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